
AT&T and Verizon 
are Shutting Down 
the 3G Network
Is Your Security System Ready?

“In order to maintain 
an active cellular 
communication path, it’s 
crucial that your security 
system is upgraded to LTE.”

BENEFITS OF LTE:

   Faster Communication

   LTE frequencies penetrate 
walls and buildings better

   Long life of LTE network

   Advanced system features 
provide virtually real-time 
connectivity to apps that 
control your system

   Faster connection to 
Virtual Keypad™

In the event of an alarm, make sure your system communicates 
to your monitoring center. If it’s over a 3G cellular network, 
supported either by AT&T or Verizon, it’s very important you 
know that 3G will soon no longer be in service.  

Both AT&T and Verizon will discontinue their cellular network 
required to operate 3G cellular devices. They’re migrating away 
from the old telecommunication technology and adopting the 
faster and more efficient Long-Term Evolution or LTE.

As a result of this 3G shut down, every security panel with that old 
network will stop working.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?  
In order to maintain an active cellular communication path, 
it’s crucial that your security system is upgraded to LTE. The 
best thing you can do is contact us immediately, and we will 
help you get your system up to date. 

We offer a complete line of LTE communicators. For the fastest 
connect speeds, performance plus maximum network lifespan. 
Plus, when you rely on us for your security, you’ll also have the 
advantage of a multitude of home automation features and 
capabilities through the Virtual Keypad app and browser. 



Whether you use an Apple® iPhone/iPad 
or Android™, the Virtual Keypad app 
and browser give you the flexibility to 
manage your security system whenever 
you need to, wherever you are. 

VIDEO DOORBELL
Whether you’re home or not, you can instantly 
have a live view and be able to talk with visitors, 
arm your system and activate Favorites.

VIDEO VERIFICATION
In an alarm situation, you’ll receive a 
notification on your mobile device. Tapping 
the notification immediately opens a list of 
available live camera views in the app. Based 
on what you’re seeing, you can either cancel 
or verify the alarm right from the app screen. 

HOME AUTOMATION
Manage your lights, locks and thermostats. 
Set up Favorites to work in conjunction with 
your alarm system patterns. For example if 
you arm your system, you can set it up so 
that your doors lock, your lights shut off and 
your thermostat turns down.

GEOFENCING
Use your smart phone’s GPS to activate 
Favorites and control multiple Z-Wave® 
devices. Automatically use your system as 
you come and go.

THE TIME TO CONVERT TO LTE IS NOW
Virtual Keypad gives you the latest in 
smart-home technology. But keep in mind, 
even though you may currently have the 
conveniences of a mobile app like Virtual 
Keypad, an LTE communicator will be 
necessary to continue using your app after 
the 3G sunset. To keep your system working 
into the future, contact us today. Let’s make 
sure your system has been upgraded to LTE.
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Keep updated on our new products and features:

DMP.com       @DMPAlarms

https://www.facebook.com/dmpalarms
https://twitter.com/dmpalarms
https://www.linkedin.com/company/digital-monitoring-products/
https://vimeo.com/dmpalarms
http://youtube.com/dmpalarms
https://www.instagram.com/dmpalarms/
www.dmp.com

